Decibel Technology moves to cloud for
high availability and uptime
“iomart worked closely with us and most importantly listened to us in order to produce the right solution.”
Ben Harris, CEO, Decibel Group.
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Objective

iomart moves

security and flexibility

To give Decibel Technology greater availability,

Decibel Technology
to VMware private
cloud platform

Benefits
• High availability
• Greater control over server resource
• Risk mitigation
• Business confidence
Decibel Technology is an enterprise software
development
company
based
in
Silicon
Roundabout, the entrepreneurial hub for tech
companies in London.
Founded by Ben Harris (2004 Young Entrepreneur
of the Year) and Tim de Paris, Decibel Technology
is behind Decibel Core, a platform for in-house
development teams to develop secure websites,
web applications, single page applications, APIs
and hybrid mobile applications. Clients include
Nokia, L’Oreal, Press Association, Thames Water,
and Doosan.
Decibel Technology is part of the wider Decibel
Group which specialises in digital customer
experience (CX). Other subsidiaries are: Decibel
Digital, which focuses on user experience, web
design and conversion optimisation consulting; and
Decibel Insight which is a digital CX SaaS supporting
enterprise businesses and digital agencies to
identify how website users behave.
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“We felt that iomart
could provide us
with the cloud
architecture we
needed along with
a more personal
service... we weren’t
just another
customer.”

Embracing the cloud
Decibel Technology previously relied on a physical
IT infrastructure but decided it wanted to change
that fixed approach and move to the flexibility of
cloud hosting.
“A great deal of ongoing work and maintenance is
needed to keep websites and applications running
seamlessly,” explains CEO Ben Harris. “When you’re
hosting global websites for major brands and
hedge funds, as we do, any kind of blip damages
them and damages your relationship with them, no
matter how faultless you’ve been.”
Decibel Technology felt this was a weakness in
its business and wanted to pre-empt any similar
situations in the future. “We wanted more control
over our infrastructure, in a way that we could
investigate and assess problems ourselves without
being wholly reliant on the hosting provider,”
Ben continues. “We were particularly attracted to
the concept of ‘failover’ too, whereby servers are
mirrored and could automatically switch if there
was a problem.”

cloud architecture we needed along with a more
personal service,” explains Tim. “We weren’t just
another customer; we would have a dedicated
account manager and round-the-clock support
from a support team we could communicate
with. iomart’s ISO accreditations and multiple and
secure data centre locations were what we were
looking for.”
VMware platform
iomart’s technical team recommended that for
high availability, greater resilience and uptime it
should migrate to a VMware-based private cloud
platform with dedicated switching and firewalling
and shared SAN services. This is housed in iomart’s
Tier 3 London data centre. The migration process
was managed to ensure minimal impact on Decibel
Technology’s customers.
“Those initial stages of migrating to the platform
weren’t exactly smooth,” says Tim, “but we were
trying to do something completely new so weren’t
expecting it to be straightforward. iomart worked
closely with us and most importantly listened to us
in order to produce the right solution.”

Pitch perfect
The software development company believed that
ensuring it also had control of a secure and fully
manageable cloud infrastructure would help with
the pitch process. “We felt it was important to
have a really good knowledge about this important
layer which is often ignored by agencies and fully
outsourced,” says Tim de Paris, CTO of Decibel
Group. “Understanding it and controlling it would
give us a competitive edge. When you’re dealing
with business critical websites, clients expect us
to be thinking ahead about the latest trends and
tactics.”
Decibel Technology decided to apply the same
robust tender process that it undergoes to win
business to its own search for a new hosting
provider for a fully virtualised and high availability
platform. iomart was chosen to deliver it.
“We felt that iomart could provide us with the

Today Decibel Technology has a range of virtual
machines sitting on iomart’s cloud infrastructure.
This managed dedicated virtualised environment is
built on the VMware vSphere hypervisor. Through
iomart’s VMware service provider status Decibel
Technology can use technologies such as vMotion,
Storage vMotion, DRS and vCenter. For every new
client a new virtual machine is deployed using a VM
template which is then customised to sit behind a
fully managed dedicated firewall.
The storage platform is provided from iomart’s
EMC VMAX SAN, an enterprise-grade multi-tenant
storage appliance. 1TB of data is protected via
offsite backup using EMC Avamar. The backups are
encrypted in transit and at rest and are protected
over iomart’s multiple UK-based data centres.
The networking, virtualisation and database
infrastructure for Decibel Technology has been
designed to ensure no single points of failure.
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“The importance of
good infrastructure
hosting underpins
everything we do
for our clients. With
our VMware Cloud
platform and iomart’s
support, Decibel
Technology is in
a strong position
to secure more
enterprise-level
contracts.”

More control
Ben Harris believes that the cloud infrastructure
iomart provides for Decibel Technology gives his
business a great deal of confidence.
“We have clients who can receive traffic bursts in
the order of tens of millions of additional visits
over a couple of days,” he explains, “so we have
to be ready for substantial increases in traffic. We
can assign new virtual servers and load-balanced
servers quickly and cost effectively.”
The ultimate benefits of having virtual servers on
a cloud platform are that Decibel Technology gets
much more control over assigning additional server
resource. It can plan better and respond better.
“The platform we have with iomart has high
availability for our clients some of whose websites
can experience these huge spikes in traffic without

us necessarily knowing the full extent in advance,”
Ben continues. “It’s fully virtualised and so gives
us better control while mitigating risk and saving
money for our clients.”
Decibel Technology says it is constantly working
to improve its IT infrastructure to keep up to date
with the mobility and automation that clients are
requesting when they commission it to work for
them.
Ben Harris concludes, “The importance of good
infrastructure hosting underpins everything we do
for our clients. With our VMware Cloud platform
and iomart’s support, Decibel Technology is in a
strong position to secure more enterprise-level
contracts.”
To find out more about Decibel Technology visit
www.decibeltechnology.com
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